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Jabra Evolve 65 Mono wireless Bluetooth headset is optimized for Microsoft Lync. It 

provides an exciting and interesting experience of communication with its amazing HD voice 

quality. It is much flexible and classy as it along with free movement for communication can 

also provide a stylish look. This is wireless and also be easily connected via Bluetooth with any 

of the devices. Too many exciting and amazing features in one headset is so interesting so one 
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should try this headset for better communication and entertainment. Some of its exceptional and 

high-quality professional features are as follows: 

 

Dual Connectivity 

It has a feature of dual connectivity, which provides a large range of working. It can be easily 

connected with PC and along with it can be also connected with any one of the Bluetooth 

devices. This can easily connect with iPhone, iPad or smartphone. This dual connectivity can 

help in dealing with more notifications and calls at the same time. This is much flexible as can be 

used in the range of 100 feet from the connected device. 

 

Busy Light 

It has a busy light, which provides signals to other colleagues when the headset is busy. This will 

provide focused and undisturbed calling experience. Other than calling when you are, listening to 

music this will also give an alert message to not disturb you. 

 

Plug and Play 

It has an easy plug and plays installation via USB port. You can easily connect it with USB cable 

and can use it with a PC or laptop. It also has an amazing USB charging feature in which you can 

easily get this charged with USB cable. Along with plug and play installation, it also has 

Bluetooth connectivity. You can easily play music through any of the Bluetooth devices by 

connecting it wirelessly. 

 

Noise Canceling Microphone 

Just like many other headsets, it also has a noise-cancelling microphone, which makes the 

communication better. Through this feature, you can easily communicate with other even from 

the highly noisy area. As the noise-cancelling microphone filters out extra voices so the other 

person receives the main message clearly without any interruption. 

 

Comfortable ear cushions 

It has leatherette ear cushions, which makes it easy to wear for the complete working day. Along 

with work purpose, these headsets are also much suitable for entertainment. As some of the 



headsets are not much comfortable to enjoy the music completely whereas Jabra Evolve 65 mono 

headset is much comfortable. It along with entertainment also provides safety and cushioning to 

the ear. As it is mono headset so the user can easily listen to the other voices in surrounding to 

make himself aware of the surrounding environment. 

 

Highly Flexible Microphone 

It has an amazingly flexible microphone, which can be moved according to the user's need. This 

can be easily integrated into a headband, which makes it a high-quality music headphone. 

Therefore, you can easily listen to the music via this headphone without having a microphone in 

front of your mouth. 

 

Where can these be installed? 

 This headset can be used easily at different conferences where focus and concentration is 

the main thing. As during the conference when someone is, presenting their paper 

everyone needs to listen carefully without any disturbance. This will be only possible by 

using this headset as it cancels out all the extra voices and delivers the main message. 

 At classrooms and business meetings, these can also serve as the best headset as through 

these you can easily listen to the lecture and can concentrate completely. Concentration is 

much important for getting detailed knowledge so using this Jabra Evolve 65 Mono 

Headset is the best decision. 

 These are much suitable to use with PCs and laptops for Skype calls. These are also so 

easy to install at laptop or PC by plugging in. It will provide an amazing and excellent 

voice quality at skype call. Along with extra voices coming from surroundings, it can also 

keep echoes and breathing sounds away to make call crystal clear. 

 At different events like wedding and parties, these can be used efficiently for enjoying 

music. As we know that, these can be used as headphones to listen to music by 

integrating a microphone in the headband. As it is comfortable to wear so is much 

preferred by almost everyone for enjoying. 

 One can also use it for enjoying music in their cars and buses while travelling. As 

travelling is not much liked by everyone so to avoid the outer environment and 

surroundings these headphones can help the most. Their noise-cancelling feature resists 
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all type of extra noise from entering the ear. You can enjoy your travelling by 

entertaining yourself through music.  
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